BUILDING CREDIT SIGN TYPE III

NOTES:
1. SIGN BOARD: 1200mm x 2400mm x 18mm (4"X8"X3/4") PLYWOOD (MEDIUM OR HIGH DENSITY OVERLAY, OR MARINE GRADE); PAINT ALL AROUND WITH ONE COAT EXTERIOR PRIMER AND TWO COATS EXTERIOR SEMI-GLOSS WHITE, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, USE TYPE IV.
2. LETTERING: EXTERIOR BLACK PAINT; APPLY BY BRUSH, SILKSCREENING OR EQUIVALENT; DO NOT USE STICKERED, SELF-ADHESIVE OR GLUED LETTERING.
3. LOGOS: OBTAIN SELF-ADHESIVE DECALS FROM ENGINEER; PAINT "CLIENT DEPT. LOGO" PER NOTE 2 UNLESS DECAL IS AVAILABLE.
4. SUBMIT SCALE DRAWING OF SIGN WITH LETTERING TO ENGINEER FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO FABRICATION.
5. CONTRACTOR OPTION: PAINT NAMES ON 1.5MM (16 GA) ALUMINUM PLACARDS PAINTED PER NOTE 1; SECURELY FASTEN PLACARDS TO SIGN BOARD WITH SCREWS.

BUILDING CREDIT SIGN TYPE IV

NOTES:
1. SIGN BOARD: 1200mm X 2400mm X 18mm (4"X8"X3/4") PLYWOOD (MEDIUM OR HIGH DENSITY OVERLAY, OR MARINE GRADE); PAINT ALL AROUND WITH ONE COAT EXTERIOR PRIMER AND TWO COATS EXTERIOR SEMI-GLOSS WHITE, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, USE TYPE IV.
2. LETTERING: EXTERIOR BLACK PAINT; APPLY BY BRUSH, SILKSCREENING OR EQUIVALENT; DO NOT USE STICKERED, SELF-ADHESIVE OR GLUED LETTERING.
3. LOGOS: OBTAIN SELF-ADHESIVE DECALS FROM ENGINEER; PAINT "CLIENT DEPT. LOGO" PER NOTE 2 UNLESS DECAL IS AVAILABLE.
4. SUBMIT SCALE DRAWING OF SIGN WITH LETTERING TO ENGINEER FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO FABRICATION.
5. CONTRACTOR OPTION: PAINT NAMES ON 1.5MM (16 GA) ALUMINUM PLACARDS PAINTED PER NOTE 1; SECURELY FASTEN PLACARDS TO SIGN BOARD WITH SCREWS.
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